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I don't believe it
Magpie out tipped
us again

Warning - This Publication may
contain some TRUTH

LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE
HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2050 67 Havelock St Summerhill. Hare Bugsy

Bugsy must
be on drugs
I’m lost

Run Report:

3L

2LL

4R

1R

1L

This weeks run has been set by Bugsy, the Hasher
think to themselves what has he been up to while
on sick leave due to a crook back, as he hands out
A4 sheets of paper . Has he been overdosing on his
medication or studying ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphics. Study this carefully Bugsy says as 6:30 Pm
approaches the run starts at the letter box face
south and ON ON.

Follow me calls Scary I have cracked the code one street to
the left, one to the right, take the fourth to the right but
what is a 2LL. The run winds it’s way through the slums of
Summerhill, down cull de sacs , up laneways into parks
and has the HASHERS running around in circles cursing
Bugsy. Kuzza calls you must be going the wrong way as six
HASHER pass him going in the other direction. Inspector
Gadget, Mr Sheen and Scary are the only Hashers who
have successfully decoded the instructions and completed
the whole course leading to the ON HOME under the first
street light in Montpelier Drive. The ON HOME was another 1.4 Km via Mt leslie Rd, Willow lane, Peel St and Havelock St.

Follow me
It goes up
here

The course if followed correctly was about 7.5Km, with many HASHERS running around in circles we will
not know how far they actually run until they delve into the runkeeper
applications on their wanker phones,

The ON ON:
Bugsy has been busy while the PACK has been out
trying to follow the trail. The fire pot has been
cranked up as it is typical Launceston May evening
only three degrees C. Magpie has prepared her
usual platters of nibblies and the GM has assisted
by connected the light and heavy barrels to the
Thirst Aid Kits. The only thing Bugsy was not prepared for was the flack he was about to receive
from the returning HASHERS who have been running around in circles getting lost in Summerhill.
As the first lost HASHERS return with their
screwed up A4 sheets of paper they demand
an explanation “ What is this SHIT” where did
the run go. Just as Bugsy is trying to explain
the three front runner Inspector Gadget, Mr
Sheen and Scary return “ The ON HOME was
in Montpelier Drive”. As the front runners are
back the keg’s are tapped, the first beer is
poured and produces a mug full of froth. The
heat is back on Bugsy what else can go wrong.
Twenty thirsty shitty HASHERS are hovering
around the kegs, checking the ice, supply lines
and connections only to find that the GM as
forgotten to turn the gas on. The beer is now
pouring to perfection and the heat is finally off
Bugsy. The conversation soon changes to
Football as Goblet has announced that we have all
been out tipped by a women for the second time.

SkullS:
Bugsy: Setting the run and getting most of the
HASHERS lost.
Rickshaw: Tipping the AFL BEARS last weeks.
Tagg the GM: Forgetting to turn the beer gas on.
Gumboots: Trying to buy a BOAGS stubby in Melbourne only to be told it is so popular they have just
sold the last stubby.
Sheila and Spyder: Received their hip flasks for doing 1000 runs. Thanks to Kuzza for reminding the
committee that we had forgotten the flask tradition.
Inlet: 500 Runs “ Give me a heavy I’m driving”.
Bendover: 500 runs

Raffle:
Meat Tray: Inspector Gadget.
Six pack Boags: Mr Sheen
Only two prizes this week as we are supporting our local cyclist
Lauren Perry who is heading overseas to represent Australia In
the junior world indoor championship. Thanks to all who purchased extra tickets this week. Fingers will pass the tickets and
money onto lauren’s committee.

For Those who got lost
1L Left Into Acacia Pl
1L Left Into Rowland Cres
1R Right Into Walnut Grove
1L Left Into Havelock St
1R Right into Peel St
1L Left into Castleford Crt
11L Left into Laneway
1L Left Into willow Lane
2L Left into Peel St
1L Left Back into Castleford Crt
1LL Left Back into laneway
1R Right into Willow Lane.
1R Right into Mt Leslie Rd
2L Left into Leslie Grove
1R Right into Angela Crt
1R Right into Richards St
3l Left into Mt Leslie Rd
4R Right into Richards St
2l Left into Trafalgar Sq.
2R Right turn around the Square
1R to exit the square into Victoria Sq
2L Left into Westminster Way
1L left into Montpelier Drive to the

ON HOME

Lane way

Goblets Footy Tipping
Round Nine

Nine rounds have come and gone, the AFL has been shaken with drug scandals, racial vilification,
CEO resignations and now Eddy putting his foot in is mouth with his King Kong comments on the
radio. While all this has occurred look what has happened to LH3, we are drinking more light beer
than heavy (sacrilege), we have a new G.M who is not afraid to throw the cat amongst the pigeons
and now we have a woman being the weekly top tipster for the second time in only nine rounds.
LH3 get your act together, we cannot have Magpie outdoing us men again this season. I have added the ladder in this weeks report, study it get ahead of Magpie keep her where she belongs. Fortunately Bendover is still leading the competition closely followed by Inlet, Kuzza and Sheila.
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Committee
GM: Tagg, JM: Goblet, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Pash, Trail master: Inlet, Horn: Mr. Sheen, Lip: Spyder,
Scribe: Bugsy
Next Weeks run
4th June Slow Mo’s at Hash Pash’s Munford St Kings Meadows.
11th June Mr Sheens. Run at sports ground Harley Parade then back to Mr Sheens Bayview Drive Blackstone Heights for the ON ON
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au
6th June Inspector Gadgets 12 McCrae Place Prospect

Joke of the week
Two bowling teams, one of all blondes and one of all brunettes, charter a double-decker bus for a weekend bowling tournament in Atlantic City. The brunette team rides in the bottom of the bus and the blonde team rides on the top level.
The brunette team down below is whooping it up having a great time, when one of them realizes she doesn't hear anything
from the blondes upstairs, so she decides to go up and investigate.
When the brunette reaches the top, she finds all the blondes frozen in fear, staring straight ahead at the road and clutching
the seats in front of them. They all have white knuckles.
The brunette asks, "What the heck's goin' on up here? We're having a great time downstairs!"
One of the blondes looks up and says to her, "Yeah, but you've got a driver!"

Two Kiwis are riding horses along the fence line of their property and find a sheep with it's head stuck in the fence.

One bloke jumps off his horse and, of course as most Kiwis would, has his way with the sheep. When he was finished he said to his mate: "Right, your turn!" His mate jumped off his horse and stuck his head in the fence.
What do you call a Kiwi with a thousand lovers.....
A shepherd.

A Kiwi walks into his bedroom carrying a sheep in his arms and says:
"Darling, this is the pig I have sex with when you have a headache."
His girlfriend is lying in bed and replies:
"I think you'll find that's not a pig but a sheep, you idiot."
The Kiwi says: " Shut up, I wasn't talking to you."

A Kiwi walks into a Sydney unemployment office.
He marches straight up to the counter and says, "Hi! I want to apply for the dole, I hate being on welfare and I'd much rather
have a job but I have looked everywhere and just can't find any."
The clerk behind the Centrelink desk says, "Your timing is excellent. We just got a job opening from a very wealthy old man
who needs a chauffeur/bodyguard for his two twin 21 year old nymphomaniac daughters. You'll have to drive them around in
his Mercedes, but he'll supply all of your clothes. You'll have a three-bedroom apartment above the garage. Because of the
long hours, meals will be provided. You'll be expected to escort his daughters on their frequent overseas holidays to Tahiti and
the Bahamas. The starting salary is $250,000 a year".
The Kiwi says, "No way mate, you gotta be bullshitting me!"
The Centrelink officer says, "Yeah, well, you started it".

